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About Torrent Pharma

Torrent Pharma, the flagship company of Torrent Group is one of the 
leading pharma companies in the country. Torrent Pharma's competitive 
advantage stems from its world-class manufacturing facilities, advanced 
R & D capabilities, an extensive domestic network, and a widespread 
global presence in over 40 countries.

Since 2004, we have served Torrent Pharma through our access and 
identity management solutions. For every new facility they established 
across the country, Spectra has been there to secure the premises with 
the specific solutions they required.



Apart from attendance management, all other Spectra solutions at 
Torrent ran independently, i.e., the processes weren’t centralized. This, of 
course, presented issues in terms of having an overview of the units with 
factual statistics.

They were also using SAP for their payroll requirements which they 
wanted to integrate with the attendance management system to ensure 
foolproof employee logins and accurate payroll calculations.

Use Case



Solution

We proposed to them our enterprise identity management system – iApp. It 
allowed them to consolidate all their remaining applications – access control, 
canteen management, door interlocking – into a central framework.

The Mobile ESS feature of iApp was also quite beneficial for the client. It 
gave the users the freedom to view their attendance records, instituting 
transparency and trust between management and employees.

By the end of 2018, we successfully unified all the processes at Torrent, while 
their payroll calculations ran smoothly with SAP.

We customized an additional layer of security in iApp, especially for Torrent. 
This addition would facilitate an employee to access their SAP account only 
if they have punched their access/attendance on Spectra’s device.

In this manner, Torrent maximized its operational e�ciency and modernized 
the way of running its business.



About Spectra

SPECTRA endeavours to deliver its promise of o�ering the most e�ective 
security solutions and improving business administration, which a�rms 
its legacy of trust, reliability, insightful experience, and persisting 
innovation. Having been the leading provider of biometric identification 
and access control technologies for over two decades, SPECTRA brings 
pioneering ideas and innovations to the forefront through its products. 

SPECTRA o�ers customized access control solutions for organizations so 
that they have exactly what they need to exercise absolute supervision 
and have a smooth, streamlined, operative framework. Even more 
notable is the company’s brilliantly competent customer service that aces 
its competitors by far.

To know more about us, visit our website www.spectra-vision.com


